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Abstract— Data mining is the process of extracting hidden information from the database. The current trend in
business collaboration shares the data and mine results to gain mutual benefit. Privacy preserving data mining has
become increasingly popular because it allows sharing of private sensitive data for analysis purposes. K-anonymity is
a property that models the protection of released data against possible re-identification of the respondents to which the
data refers. The main goal of this work has introduced a new k-Anonymity algorithm which is capable of
transforming a non anonymous data set into a k-Anonymity data set. The proposed work uses the partitional
clustering algorithm that is K-Means algorithm. As part of this approach a suitable metric has been developed to
estimate the information loss introduced by Suppression, which works for both numeric and categorical data.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The amount of data being collected every day by private and public organizations is quickly increasing. In such a
scenario, data mining techniques are becoming more and more important for assisting decision making processes and,
more generally, to extract hidden knowledge from massive data collections in the form of patterns, models, and trends
that hold in the data collections. While not explicitly containing the original actual data, data mining results could
potentially be exploited to infer information contained in the original data and not intended for release, then potentially
breaching the privacy of the parties to whom the data refer [15]. Effective application of data mining can take place only
if proper guarantees are given that the privacy of the underlying data is not compromised. The concept of privacy
preserving data mining has been proposed in response to these privacy concerns.
Privacy-preserving data mining (PPDM) deals with the trade-off between the effectiveness of the mining process and
privacy of the subjects, aiming at minimizing the privacy exposure with minimal effect on mining results. The concept of
privacy preserving data mining has been proposed in response to these privacy concerns. Privacy preserving data mining
aims at providing a trade-off between sharing information for data mining analysis, on the one side, and protecting
information to preserve the privacy of the involved parties on the other side. Several privacy preserving data mining
approaches have been proposed, which usually protect data by modifying them to mask or erase the original sensitive
data that should not be revealed. K-anonymity is an anonymizing approach proposed by Samarati and Sweeney [15], is a
property that models the protection of released data against possible re-identification of the respondents to which the data
refers. A data set complies with k-anonymity protection if each individual’s record stored in the released data set cannot
be distinguished from at least k-1 individuals whose data also appear in the data set. This protection guarantees that the
probability of identifying an individual based on the released data in the data set does not exceed 1/k. Generalization and
suppression are the most common methods used for de-identification of the data in k-anonymity-based algorithms.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II K-Anonymity and the related works are discussed. In
Section III Objective of the study was given. Section IV gives the general problem formulation and the basic definitions
of k-anonymity. In Section V, the proposed k-anonymity clustering technique for sensitive items is given. The
effectiveness of the algorithm is evaluated and the experimental results of the proposed technique are discussed in
Section VI. Conclusions are given in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
Anonymization is a process that removes or replaces identity information from a communication or record.
Communications and records may be made pseudonymous, in which case the same subject will always have the same
replacement identity but cannot be identified as an individual. Such methods achieve data protection from a twofold
perspective. First, if the data are modified, re-identification by means of record linkage or matching algorithms is harder
and uncertain. Secondly, even when an intruder is able to re-identify a unit, and cannot be confident that the disclosed
data are consistent with the original data. The k-anonymity protection model is important because it forms the basis on
which the real-world systems known as Datafly, m-Argus and k-Similar provide guarantees of privacy protection. The
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ability to collect and disseminate person-specific data increases daily. Given the sensitive nature of personal information,
such as health or financial-related knowledge, it is necessary to construct techniques to protect personal privacy in shared
databases. To protect privacy, the computer science community has proposed many models of protected databases. One
particular model that has received considerable attention from computer scientists is called k-anonymity. Under kanonymity, each piece of disclosed data is equivalent to at least k-1 other pieces of disclosed data over a set of attributes
that are deemed to be privacy sensitive. Below are some citations we consider to be important with respect to the theory
and application of k-anonymity.
In paper “Protecting Privacy when Disclosing Information: k-Anonymity and its Enforcement Through Generalization
and Suppression” K-anonymity is an anonymizing approach proposed by Samarati and Sweeney. A data set complies
with k-anonymity protection if each individual’s record stored in the released data set cannot be distinguished from at
least K-1 individuals whose data also appear in the data set. This protection guarantees that the probability of identifying
an individual based on the released data in the data set does not exceed 1/k. An important method for privacy deidentification is the method of k-anonymity [25]. The motivating factor behind the k-anonymity technique is that many
attributes in the data can often be considered pseudo-identifiers which can be used in conjunction with public records in
order to uniquely identify the records. For example, if the identifications from the records are removed, attributes such as
the birth date and zip-code and be used in order to uniquely identify the identities of the underlying records. The idea in
k-anonymity is to reduce the granularity of representation of the data in such a way that a given record cannot be
distinguished from at least (k − 1) other records.
In paper “On the Design and Quantification of Privacy Preserving Data Mining Algorithms” the view of kanonymization problem from the perspective of inference attacks over all possible combinations of attributes. The author
show that when the data contains a large number of attributes which may be considered quasi-identifiers; it becomes
difficult to anonymize the data without an unacceptably high amount of information loss. This is because an exponential
number of combinations of dimensions can be used to make precise inference attacks, even when individual attributes are
partially specified within a range. The provided analysis of the effect of dimensionality on k-anonymity methods,
conclude that when a data set contains a large number of attributes which are open to inference attacks, are faced with a
choice of either completely suppressing most of the data or losing the desired level of anonymity. Thus, the paper shows
the curse of high dimensionality could also be applied to the problem of privacy preserving data mining [14].
III. OBJECTIVE
The objective of this work is to propose a privacy preserving data mining technique for k-anonymization using
clustering based on suppression. The main objective of the K-Anonymity model is to transform a table so that no one can
make high-probability associations between records in the table and the corresponding entities. In order to achieve this
goal, the K-Anonymity model requires that any record in a table be indistinguishable from at least (k−1) other records
with respect to the pre-determined quasi-identifier. A group of records that are indistinguishable to each other is often
referred to as an equivalence class. In the first phase the k-anonymization of data is done, in the second phase k-means
clustering is applied to the k-anonymized dataset.
IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The objective of this research work is to propose a privacy preserving data mining technique for k-anonymization
using clustering based on suppression. The main objective of the K-Anonymity model is to transform a table so that no
one can make high-probability associations between records in the table and the corresponding entities. In order to
achieve this goal, the K-Anonymity model requires that any record in a table be indistinguishable from at least (k−1)
other records with respect to the pre-determined quasi-identifier. A group of records that are indistinguishable to each
other is often referred to as an equivalence class.
The main goal of this research work is to introduce a new k-Anonymity algorithm which is capable of transforming a
non anonymous data set into a k-Anonymity data set. The transformation is aimed to achieve good performance of a
clustering algorithm trained on the transformed data set as similar as possible to the performance of a cluster trained on
the original data set. Clustering is the problem of partitioning a set of objects into groups such that objects in the same
group are more similar to each other than objects in other groups with respect to some defined similarity criteria.
A. K-ANONYMITY MODEL
K-anonymity [3, 4, and 18] is a property that captures the protection of released data against possible re-identification
of the respondents to whom the released data refer. K-anonymity is an anonymizing approach proposed by Samarati and
Sweeney [4]. A data set complies with k-anonymity protection if each individual’s record stored in the released data set
cannot be distinguished from at least k - 1 individual whose data also appear in the data set. The k-anonymity model
makes two major assumptions:
1) The database owner is able to separate the columns of the table into a set of quasi-identifiers, which are attributes
that may appear in external tables the database owner does not control, and a set of private columns, the values of which
need to be protected. We prefer to term these two sets as public attributes and private attributes, respectively.
2) The attacker has full knowledge of the public attribute values of individuals, and no knowledge of their private data.
The attacker only performs linking attacks. A linking attack is executed by taking external tables containing the identities
of individuals, and some or all of the public attributes. When the public attributes of an individual match the public
attributes that appear in a row of a table released by the database owner, then we say that the individual is linked to that
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row. Specifically the individual is linked to the private attribute values that appear in that row. A linking attack will
succeed if the attacker is able to match the identity of an individual against the value of a private attribute.
B. GENERALIZATION
Generalization consists of substituting attribute values with semantically consistent but less precise values. For
example, the month of birth can be replaced by the year of birth which occurs in more records so that the identification of
a specific individual is more difficult. Generalization maintains the correctness of the data at the record level but results
in less specific information that may affect the accuracy of machine learning algorithms applied on the k-anonymous data
set. Different systems use various methods for selecting the attributes and records for generalization as well as the
generalization technique [2].
Generalization can be applied at the following levels
1) Attribute (AG): generalization is performed at the level of column; a generalization step generalizes all the values
in the column.
2) Cell (CG): generalization is performed on single cells; as a result a generalized table may contain, for a specific
column, values at different generalization levels. For instance, in the date of birth column.
Another method applied in conjunction with generalization to obtain k-Anonymity is tuple suppression. The intuition
behind the introduction of suppression is about the additional method which reduces the amount of generalization to
satisfy the k-anonymity constraint. Suppression is also used to moderate the generalization process when there is a
limited number of outlier.
C. SUPPRESSION
Suppression refers to removing a certain attribute value and replacing occurrences of the value with a special value
“?,” indicating that any value can be placed instead. Suppression can drastically reduce the quality of the data if not
properly used [17].Suppression can be applied at the following levels
1) Tuple (TS): suppression is performed at the level of row; a suppression operation removes a whole tuple.
2) Attribute (AS): suppression is performed at the level of column; a suppression operation obscures all the values of
the column.
3) Cell (CS): suppression is performed at the level of single cells; as a result a k-anonymized table may wipe out only
certain cells of a given tuple/attribute.
V. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The proposed methodology is used for analyzing K-anonymization of data using partitional hierarchical approach. The
framework for the work is given in the Fig. 1.

Fig.1 Framework
The framework consists of two phases. In the first phase the k-anonymization of data is done, in the second phase kmeans clustering is applied to the k-anonymized dataset. The methodology consists of the following steps:
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1) Dataset
2) Quasi-identifiers selection
3) Suppression
i. Clustering for original dataset.
ii. Clustering for anonymized dataset.
4) Compare the k-means clustering performance of the original dataset and modified dataset. Using the given
performance factors.
i. Clustering accuracy for original and anonymized dataset
ii. Time Complexity.
iii. Information loss.
D. Clustering
Clustering is a division of data into groups of similar objects. Representing the data by fewer clusters necessarily loses
certain fine details, but achieves simplification. It models data by its clusters. Data modeling puts clustering in a
historical perspective rooted in mathematics, statistics, and numerical analysis. The objective of the problem is the
anonymized data can be used for knowledge extraction using data mining techniques. In this work k-means clustering
data mining technique is applied, to the anonymized dataset. In order to verify the performance, k-means clustering
algorithm is applied to the original dataset also. Then the clustering results of both original and anonymized data are
tested.
E. HAC Algorithm
The HAC algorithm takes numeric data as the input and generates the hierarchical partitions as the output. Therefore it
is applied in first clustering step to group data into subsets. In HAC, initially each object is considered as a cluster. Then
by merging the closest clusters iteratively until the termination condition is reached, or the whole hierarchy is generated.
It generates different levels of clusters bottom-up.
1) Calculate the distance between every two objects.
2) View each object as an individual cluster.
3) Merge the closest two clusters.
4) Update the distance between clusters.
Repeat 3-4 until reaching a stopping criterion or generating the whole hierarchy.
F. K-means Algorithm
The k-means algorithm takes numeric data as input, and generates crispy partitions (i.e., every object only belongs to
one cluster) as the output. It is one of the most popularly used clustering algorithms in the research community. It has been
shown to be a robust clustering method in practice. Therefore, the k-means algorithm is applied in second clustering step to
cluster data sets. K-means starts by randomly selecting or by specifically picking k objects as the centroids of k clusters.
Then k-means iteratively assigns the objects to the closest centroid based on the distance measure, and updates the mean of
objects in this cluster as the new centroid until reaching a stopping criterion. This stopping criterion is based on either nonchanging clusters or a predefined number of iterations.
1) Select first k objects randomly as the centroid of each cluster.
2) Assign each object to the closest cluster based on Euclidean distance or cosine similarity.
3) Update the centroid of each cluster.
Repeat steps 2-3 until stopping criterion is reached.
Algorithm
The k-means algorithm for partitioning, where each cluster’s center is represented by the mean value of the objects in
the cluster
Input
• K : the number of clusters
• D : a data set containing n objects
Output: Set of k clusters
Method
1) Arbitrarily choose k objects from D as the initial cluster centers;
2) Repeat
3) (Re) assign each object to the cluster to which the object is the most similar, based on the mean value of the
objects in the cluster
4) Update the cluster means, i.e. calculate the mean value of the objects for each cluster
5) until no change
Apply the k-means clustering for both original and modified data set to get the clusters.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
G. DATASET
The Adult dataset is downloaded from UC Irvine Machine Learning Repository. The Donor of the dataset is Ronny
Kohavi and Barry Becker. This dataset contains the census data and has become a commonly used benchmark for KAnonymity. The Adult dataset consists of fifteen fields with six continuous attributes and eight categorical attributes. The
class attribute is income level with, two possible values, <= 50K or > 50K. The Adult data contains about 32,561 records
totally.
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TABLE. I. Sample Dataset
H. Quasi-identifiers
Quasi-identifiers are set of features whose associated values may be useful for linking with another data set to
reidentify the entity that is the subject of the data in the adult dataset, {age, work class, education, marital status,
occupation, race, gender, and native country} are considered as the quasi-identifiers. Among these, age and education
were treated as numeric attributes while the other six attributes were treated as categorical attributes. The quasiidentifiers are highlighted in the table below.

TABLE. II. Quasi-identifier selection
I. Suppression
Privacy can be preserved by simply suppressing all sensitive data before any disclosure or computation occurs. Given
a database, we can suppress specific attributes in particular records as dictated by the privacy policy. To achieve kanonymity, quasi-identifier attributes are completely or partially suppressed. A particular suppression policy is chosen to
maximize the utility of the k-anonymized data set. Suppression refers to removing a certain attribute value and replacing
occurrences of the value with a special value “?,” indicating that any value can be placed instead.
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TABLE. III. Suppressed Data
J. Clustering
Clustering is a method of grouping data into different groups, so that the data in each group share similar trends and
patterns.
1) Clustering on original data
Clustering on original test data consists of 1000 records. Clustering technique is applied for both numerical and
categorical data for quasi-identifier attributes using k-means clustering. Clustering on original data consists of 5 groups of
clusters which are derived using k-means clustering technique.
2) Clustering on modified data
Clustering on modified data also consists of 1000 records. Clustering for modified data is based on the concept of kanonymization. The anonymized data is released for clustering and accuracy of the dataset is tested here. The kanonymity requirement can be naturally transformed into a clustering problem where the aim is to find a set of clusters.
Each of which contains at least k records. In order to maximize data quality, the records in a cluster must be as similar to
each other as possible.
3) Performance factors for clustering
The performance factors for clustering the original and modified data can be calculated by the following.
i. Accuracy.
ii. Information loss
iii. Time complexity.
i. Accuracy
The accuracy of the dataset is calculated based on the suppressed k-value. The accuracy of the original and modified
dataset is implemented and tested by the subsets of the Adult dataset with different sizes such as 500, 1000, 5000 and
10000 records namely. The accuracy for 1000 records is defined in fig.2 below.

Fig. 2 Clustering Accuracy
ii. Information Loss
The ultimate goal of the clustering problem is the k-anonymization of data, the cost function is formulated to represent
the amount of distortion (i.e., information loss) caused by the suppression process. Recall that, records in each cluster are
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suppressed to share the same quasi-identiﬁer value that represents every original quasi-identiﬁer value in the cluster. By
assuming, that the numeric values are suppressed into a range [min, max] and categorical values into a set that unions all
distinct values in the cluster. With these assumptions, the developed metric is, referred to as Information Loss metric (IL),
that measures the amount of distortion introduced by the suppression process to a cluster.

Fig. 3 Information Loss
iii. Time Complexity
The time complexity of the dataset is calculated based on the suppressed k-value. The time complexity of the original
and modified dataset is implemented and tested by the subsets of the adult dataset with different sizes such as 500, 1000,
5000 and 10000 records namely. The time complexity for 500 records is defined in fig.4 below.

Fig. 4 Time Complexity
As expected, the k-anonymization algorithm is modiﬁed to minimize k-means clustering errors after anonymizing the
original data also. The execution time of the algorithms for original dataset and anonymized dataset is based on different
k values.
VII.
CONCLUSIONS
K-anonymity is one category which has recently been investigated as an interesting approach to protect microdata
undergoing public or semi-public release from linking attacks. In this research work, the quasi-identifiers available in the
data base are modified using suppression based on the threshold k-value. In the modified data base, a clustering
algorithm is applied to verify whether the anonymized data is used for data analysis or not. Clustering algorithms has
been widely applied to various domains to explore the hidden and useful patterns inside data. Because the most collected
data in real world contain both categorical and numeric attributes, the traditional clustering algorithm cannot handle this
kind of data effectively. The proposed approach uses the idea of clustering to minimize information loss and thus ensure
good data quality. As part of the approach a new suitable metric is developed to estimate the information loss introduced
by Suppression, which works for both numeric and categorical data. In future a new clustering technique can be
developed to overcome the information loss and time complexity of k-means clustering algorithm.
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